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HP 125 Wired Keyboard

Every Day Productivity 
Think how much you use your keyboard. That's why we've 
taken the time to design a keyboard that is comfortable to 
use so you can work productively every day - and all day if 
necessary. 

Designed for Comfort 
The three zone, full size HP 125 Wired Keyboard includes 0-6 degree adjustable feet so you'll be 
able to type comfortably. Plus, an LED indicator for the Caps, Number and Function lock easily 
reminds you when these features are active. 

Plug and Play Connectivity 
Connecting some peripheral devices can be a complex and time consuming task. Who needs 
that? With easy plug and play USB connectivity, you can get your keyboard connected quickly so 
you can get on with your work day. 
 
Responsibly Made 
You should feel good about the products you buy and use. Rest assured, this keyboard is 
responsibly made with over 50%1 of the plastics comprised of recycled materials and the printed 
circuit boards on the keyboard is low halogen2. 

Easy Cleaning 
Use your keyboard every day and it will accumulate dirt and grime. Over time, this can affect 
how it performs. Because it was specifically designed to withstand every day cleaning with 
disinfecting wipes3, this is one keyboard that’s a snap to keep clean.1. Recycled plastic content percentage 

is based on the definition set in the IEEE 
1680.1-2018 EPEAT standard.
2. External power supplies, power cords, 
cables and peripherals are not Low 
Halogen. Service parts obtained after 
purchase may not be Low Halogen.
3. Select household wipes can be 
safely used to clean HP Elite Presenter 
Mouse, HP Premium keyboard (wireless 
and USB) and HP desktop wired 320 
KB/Mouse up to 1,000 wipes: See 
wipe manufacturer’s instructions for 
disinfecting and the HP cleaning guide 
for HP tested wipe solutions at How to 
Sanitize Your HP Device Whitepaper
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Specifications

 

 

  

Part number 266C9AA/ET/UT/A6

Dimensions (L x W x H) 17.17 x 5.43 x 0.81 inch (436 x 138 x 20.3 mm)

Weight 16.63 oz (471.5g ±30g)
Cable length 1800 mm

Keys 104, 105, 107, 109 layout (depending on country)

Operating voltage 5V
Power consumption 50mA - 100 mA
Interface USB

Switch life 10M for all the keys 
5M for functional hot keys

Switch type Plunger with 3mm travel

Operating temperature 10°C to 50°C

Non-operating temperature -30°C to 65°C

Operating humidity 10% to 90%

Non-operating humidity 0% to 90%

Sustainability Greater than 50% post-consumer recycled plastic content and low halogen PCBA

System required Windows 10 (64 and 32 bit), (UWP) RS4 and above

Approvals FCC 
ICES 
CULus 
CE 
GS 
EAC 
Ukraine 
India BIS 
KCC 
RCM 
BSMI 
VCCI

What´s in the box Keyboard, QSP, Warranty Card, Product Notice

Warranty One-year limited warranty

Country of origin China
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